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Abstract

A DATA DRIVEN, HOSPITAL QUALITY OF CARE PORTAL FOR THE PATIENT COMMUNITY

Sreehari B. Hegden, MS

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2016

Supervising Professor: Dimitrios Zikos

With the recent changes in health services provision, patients are members of a consumer driven health care system. However, the health care consumers are not presented with adequate opportunities to enhance their position in choosing high quality hospital services. As a result, the demand for active patient participation in the choice of quality and safe hospital services remained unaddressed. In this research work, we developed MediQoC (Medicare Quality of Care), a data driven web portal for Medicare patients, their caregivers and the health care insurance policy designers to grant access to data-driven information about hospitals, and quality of care indicators. The portal which utilizes the Medicare claims dataset enables the patients, caregivers and other stakeholders the ability to locate high-quality hospital services for specific diseases and medical procedures. MediQoC provides the users a list of eligible hospitals, and output statistics on hospital stay attributes and quality of care indicators, including the prevalence of hospital acquired conditions. It gives options for the users to rank hospitals on the basis of the aforementioned in-hospital attributes and quality indicators. The statistical module of the portal models the correlation between length of stay (LOS) and discharge status attributes in each hospital for the given disease. Finally, the ranking results are visualized as bar charts via MediQoC-viz, the visualization module of the
portal. The visualization module also makes use of Google Geocoding API to locate in map the nearest hospital to user’s location. It also displays the location, distance and driving duration to the hospitals selected by the user from the ranked result list.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Project Overview

With the recent changes in health services provision, patients are members of a consumer driven health care system. This thesis titled the ‘A Data Driven, Hospital Quality of Care Portal for The Patient Community’ is developed with the objective of creating a data driven web portal for Medicare patients and their caregivers as well as the health care insurance policy designers to grant access to data-driven information about hospitals, and quality of care indicators. The MediQoC (Medical Quality of care) portal we developed as part of this thesis utilizes the Medicare claims dataset of 2013 and enables the patients, caregivers and other stakeholders the ability to locate high-quality hospital services for specific diseases and medical procedures. MediQoC provides the users a list of eligible hospitals, and output statistics on hospital stay attributes and quality of care indicators, including the prevalence of hospital acquired conditions. It gives options for the users to rank hospitals based on the carefully selected performance indicators and the results are visualized as bar charts and also on Google maps considering the user’s location as well.

The MediQoC web portal enables users to rank hospitals based on performance indicators like number of admissions in each hospital for each disease, the average length of stay (LOS) for each of these diseases in each hospital, the average daily and total charges in each hospital for each disease and the appropriateness indicator which is the ratio of number of cases under investigation to the total number of admissions in each hospital in percentage. Users can select any of the above performance indicators to have a grouping of hospitals under 5 classes as 5 stars, 4 stars, 3 stars, 2 stars and 1 star. The 5 stars hospitals will be the most suitable for the patient for the performance indicator
selected, the 4 stars the next and so on. The portal also enables users to filter these ranking results and get a list of hospitals with only 5 stars, 4 stars or more, only 4 stars and so on. One of the attribute in the result list table is the correlation between the length of stay and discharge status for the disease in each hospitals. Users can filter the results to see only the hospitals where higher the length of stay higher the chance of discharging alive or the hospitals where higher the length of stay higher the chance of discharging dead or the hospitals where a correlation could not be established based on the data available. Users can get above results either for a given Primary Diagnosis Code or a given Admission Code, the significance of which will be explained in further sections. In the result list, the hospital mortality ratio for the given admission or primary diagnosis code is also listed for each hospital. Mortality ratio is the percentage of patients discharged as dead. Users can filter the results for mortality ratio below 26%, mortality ratio between 26% and 51%, between 51% and 76% and above 76%. Another information added in the list is the ‘Subpart or Not’ information. Each of the hospital is either a stand-alone institution or a subsidiary under such a parent or stand-alone institution. Users may prefer to go to a parent hospital which will have facilities for treatment of different diseases than to a subpart institution where there are only fewer facilities and infrastructure. MediQoC gives option to filter out parent or subpart institutions from the result list. Finally, for those looking for a particular hospital statistics for a given disease, MediQoC gives option to filter the hospital from result list by providing the National Provider Identifier (NPI). A National Provider Identifier (NPI) is a unique ten-digit identifier for the health care providers in the United States. It is assigned by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) [23]. In addition, the web page gives some information such as code type and description of the admission or primary
diagnosis code given by the user as input. This information is fetched from HIPAASpace ICD-9 Code Lookup website [28] on real-time.

Also, by clicking each hospital in this result list, users will be navigated to a different page where the selected hospital’s statistics will be displayed. This includes ranking the different primary diagnosis codes or admission codes treated in this hospital based on number of cases reported, average length of stay, average daily and total charges. In addition, it displays the mortality ratio for each admission or primary diagnosis codes in this hospital as well as the appropriateness of these admission or primary diagnosis codes in this hospital. Star rating in the result table helps to identify the best treated diseases in the selected hospital. Also the selected hospitals location by zipcode, distance and driving duration to this hospital from user’s current location are displayed in Google map with the help of Google Geocoding API [31]. Like in the diagnosis code statistics web page, here we show the NPI information such as the name of the hospital, mailing address, phone, practice location address and practice in real-time from HIPAASpace NPI Number Lookup website [29].

The MediQoC portal in addition to ranking based on the performance indicators also gives important statistical analysis based information on the percentage of hospital acquired cases of Pneumonia, Septicemia and Urinary Tract Infection. The hospitals can be ranked based on the sorted order of percentage of acquiring these diseases in the hospitals. This information in addition to helping patients to select a more reliable hospital for their diagnosis code also provides an opportunity for the hospital themselves to have a self-analysis on why their performance is bad or why the chances of getting a disease from these hospitals is more. This will indirectly improve the quality of available services extended by hospitals to patients which itself is an objective of developing this data-driven web portal.
Finally, the MediQoC portal also provides option to get ranked list of hospitals based on the Procedure Code which is the code for the various tests a patient has to take in course of his/hers treatment in the hospital. The results will easily identify some of the tests that result in higher expenditure for patients during the treatment in hospitals.

The web portal will also access users’ location and shows list of hospitals nearest to them based on the zip code and clicking the hospital from the list will give detailed statistics of the hospital including the hospital specialty which will guide users to hospitals most suitable for them. As the nearest hospitals are shown in Google maps with distance and driving duration information, users will be able to find a suitable hospital in their locality itself instead of going out of the state or even farther.

While the results of MediQoC are historical data driven, it cannot assure 100% reliability. Things might have changed as time flies and constant update of data used is required to ensure continuous reliable services from the portal. MediQoC web portal at this stage does not provide personalized support. At this point MediQoC is a system which provides the same set of results to all of its users. In such a system, the hospital suitable for a particular patient need not be the best one for another patient with similar symptoms. MediQoC as it is now, considers only some of the selected performance indicators from the historical data and this does not mean the result will be the same if we considered other indicators. It is very difficult to identify and include all factors that affect the quality of care and this may lead to reporting false positive and false negative performance reports.

Problem Definition and Analysis

With the recent trends in the way that health care is delivered and seamless access to knowledge resources and online information, patients has enormous
opportunity to manage their own care. New technologies like high speed internet makes it possible and legislative changes facilitate it. Today patients can freely browse the internet for medical journals and use libraries to access health care information which were previously available only to purchase for professionals. Patients are also able to buy diagnostic kits and over-the-counter equivalent drugs online and get the results of tests online [18]. Patients being the end-users in this customer driven model drive the health care industry and can receive and transmit health-related data in real-time. It is the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and health insurance coverage changes that brought this shift. There is greater access to, and demand for health information via smartphone and patient portals as a result of these changes [19].

Patient groups and medical specialty societies pursue clinical registries as a clinical improvement strategy. There is an increased national focus on quality and cost and thus there is a high opportunity to leverage clinical registries to improve outcomes and appropriate utilization [17]. An increasing awareness on the quality of health care delivery is contributing towards patients, caregivers and patient advocates being more actively involved to the choice of quality health services. It is evident that medical errors threaten the quality of health care, increase health care costs, and cause thousands of deaths in U.S. hospitals each year [1]. The latter, being the eighth leading cause of death in the U.S. It is striking that almost half Americans believe that they had personally experienced a medical mistake [2].

Electronic medical records (EMRs) though are the only health information technology (HIT) application to have a clear and statistically significant effect on patient safety as compared to nurse charts, and picture archiving and communications systems (PACS), no evidence has been found to state existing HIT improved quality. EMRs are associated with reduced infection rates, but the effect is small [8]. Digital transformation
of health care through HIT can reduce costs and improve quality (Institute of Medicine 2001). One of the expected goals of HIT is improvements in health care quality. Though studies of existing HIT, most of which are specific, custom developed information systems (IS) at leading institutions, identified their positive impact on quality, including lower mortality rates and patient safety, broader assessments of these systems revealed not much quality gains or even negative effects associated with HIT adoption and implementation. The existence of abundant datasets in health care for researchers has created a unique opportunity for utilizing statistical approaches such as data mining for discovering more innovative ways to measure performance impacts of HIT than are currently available. With greater digitization of clinical data, more accurate measurements of quality than the norm today can be achieved [9].

In a consumer driven health care system which received a boost recently in the U.S [3], health care consumers have not yet foreseen an important opportunity to enhance their position in choosing high quality hospital services, minimizing the chances of malpractices and medical errors. In general, elements that health care consumers consider essential include their involvement in decisions, effective treatment, fast access to reliable health advice and provision of clear comprehensible information [20]. That said, the current high levels of low health literacy must be addressed for such decision making to be truly informed and informative. The ability to access and understand health information and the lack of ability to use information portals and difficulty understand mathematical and epidemiologic concepts such as probability and risk [21] are barriers that need to be addressed.

Some of the most important hospital qualities of care indicators include the mortality ratio due to various complications, medical conditions and clinical procedures, prevalence and mortality ratio of Hospital Acquired Conditions (HAC) [4], and the patient
readmission ratio. A key factor to improve quality of care is patient safety, which is considered the cornerstone of high-quality health care [5]. The Institute of Medicine defines quality of health care as the “the degree to which health services for individuals and populations increase the likelihood of desired health outcomes”. [6] Therefore a series of quality indicators including, but not limited to, death, disease, disability, discomfort, and dissatisfaction, achievement of self-care, and perception of being well cared for, are also used as positive components for quality of care [7].

Considering this existing scenario where there is more opportunity for statistical measurement of quality of care and there is an unfulfilled demand for active patient participation in the choice of quality and safe hospital services, we developed MediQoC (Medicare Quality of Care), a data driven web portal for Medicare patients, their caregivers and the health care insurance policy designers that provides information about hospital attributes and quality indicators as well as access to a hospital ranking system for the aforementioned parameters. The output may either be based on health related symptoms, or a known condition and medical procedure that a person may need to undergo.

Medicare Claims Data

Medicare is a United States health insurance program for Americans of age 65 or above, as well as for Americans under age of 65 but with certain disabilities and Americans of all ages having permanent kidney failure. There are more than 49 million patients who are beneficiaries of the Medicare in the United States for the year 2015 and Medicare is the primary payer for the 47.2 percent of total in-patient hospital costs in the United States.
The MediQoC portal uses mainly two datasets. The main dataset is the Medicare in-hospital claims file which contains records for the 100% Medicare beneficiaries who used hospital in-patient services during the year 2013. At present, the MediQoC uses only the records in this dataset for those who used hospital in-patient services only in Texas, United States. The second dataset used is the National Provider Identifier (NPI) dataset with comprehensive information on each of the registered NPI to date. This dataset includes information such as NPI, its registered address, its specialty information as Taxonomy codes, if it is a subpart or not, zip code etc.

ICD-9

ICD stands for the International Classification of Diseases, which is the widely used short-form name for the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems. ICD is the international "standard diagnostic tool for epidemiology, health management and clinical purposes". [30] It is maintained by the World Health Organization (WHO). ICD basically provides a system of diagnostic codes for classifying diseases as well as various symptoms and other findings, complaints or causes. ICD-9 is the Ninth Revision of the ICD. The ICD-9-CM which stands for the "International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification" is an adaption created by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) and maintained jointly by the NCHS and the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) in the United States. This is updated every year on October 1. Usually this contains two or three volumes, in which the first two are the diagnosis codes whereas the volume three contains the procedure codes for the various diagnostics tests. For example, in ICD-9 code ‘486’ corresponds to Pneumonia and 3893 stands for the procedure code: Venous catheterization, not elsewhere classified.
**Targeted users**

Hospital rankings are not new and death rates, patient safety and hospital reputation are few of the many factors considered by most of such systems. In this study we developed dedicated, evidence based, data driven online portal where the users can choose selected performance indicators and rank the hospitals based on them. The web application makes the interpretation of results easier with the help of visualization based on graphs or column charts. The targeted users of this application would be mainly below three categories:

1. General public (the patients)
2. Hospitals or doctors or caregivers
3. Administrators or sales persons in health insurance sector

**General public (the patients)**

The general public or the patients specifically, can use the system to select the hospital best suitable for their treatment. The system will help them in decision making regarding which hospital to be selected based on their own priorities of quality of care. Thus MediQoC ensures active participation of patient community in making decisions on selecting the high-quality hospital services which are appropriate for specific symptoms and medical procedures. Patients are given the choice of selecting the quality parameter to rank the result list. Finally, the location services showing the distance and driving duration to the hospitals leaves the option to patients to confirm their decision of selection.
Hospitals or doctors or caregivers

Hospitals or doctors or caregivers can also use this system to monitor the performance of the hospitals. Mortality ratio information gives opportunity for hospitals to do a self-check on their quality of care and provide them an indication of improving the infrastructure or treatment facilities. Hospital acquired percentage of diseases or symptoms also help hospitals to identify sources of in hospital infections and eliminate them. The statistical correlation between length of stay and discharge status equips hospitals to identify the right amount of treatment required in diseases having a positive correlation (higher length of stay implies higher chances of discharging alive), whereas helps to identify sources of increasing complications for diseases with negative correlation (higher length of stay implies higher chances of discharging dead).

Administrators or sales persons in health insurance sector

Administrators in health insurance sectors can use this system to classify hospitals based on the selected performance indicators. The results will equip them with enough statistics to provide an insight on the performance of hospitals and thus the quality of care provided by the hospitals. They can also get to see the factors like mortality ratio and hospital acquired percentages of each disease or symptoms and these results will help them in formulating insurance policies and decisions. Hospitals unnecessarily doing overtreatment can be identified with ranking based on length of stay attribute. Ranking by cost parameter will list the most expensive hospitals and proper investigation of these hospitals can help detect fraud or waste of money and resources if any.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter gives details of some of the prior works and systems in the health care information technology sector aiming at improving the quality of care, hospital rankings and use of Medicare claims data. There is lots of past and ongoing research in health care information technology sector, and hospital rankings which makes use of the clinical registries or Medicare claims datasets.

Existing Systems

According to the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission’s ‘Report to the Congress New Approaches in Medicare’ of June 2004 [10], health information technology (HIT) is often associated with following technologies and terms. ‘Electronic health record’ (EHR) is an automated order-entry and patient-tracking system providing real-time access to patient data. ‘Computerized provider order entry’ (CPOE) is a medication ordering and fulfillment system. ‘Clinical decision support system’ (CDSS) provides physicians and nurses with real-time diagnostic and treatment recommendations. ‘Picture archiving and communications system’ (PACS) captures and integrates diagnostic and radiological images to store them to a medical record. Bar coding is used to matching drugs to patients by using bar codes on both the medications and patients’ arm. ‘Radio frequency identification’ (RFID) tracks patients throughout the hospital, and links lab and medication tracking through a wireless communications system. ‘Automated dispensing machines’ (ADMs) distribute medication doses. ‘Electronic materials management’ (EMM) is used to track and manage inventory of medical supplies, pharmaceuticals, and other materials. ‘Interoperability’ refers to electronic communication among organizations so that the data in one IT system can be incorporated into another. Though the adoption
of HIT applications is aimed at improving quality of patient care, further research is needed to establish the link between HIT and quality. Quality health care relies on ability of caregivers, patients and those with the right information at the right time to make the right decisions.

There is hospital rankings conducted by various organizations year to year. However, for example in case of renal transplant, hospital rankings by US News and World Report may not correlate with actual outcomes after renal transplant. There were more than half of the hospitals not ranked in the US New and World Report Top 50 but had higher than expected patient and graft survival rate [12]. Clinical registries’ role in health care will have an increasing importance with a number already established in cardiac surgery [11]. One of the ranking of hospitals by the quality of care for medical conditions [13] work used the 1991 and 1992 MedisGroups National Comparative Data Bases and the ranking methodology was based on the expected number of deaths in a given hospital. This was computed by estimating the probability of death for each patient at a given hospital using their logistic regression model for death and then summing the probabilities of death for all patients in the hospital.

For research or quality improvement efforts in relation to high rates of abnormal screening mammography, Medicare claims data might be feasible data source [14]. An algorithm was developed to identify women with incident breast cancer using claims data from 1995 breast cancer patients from the SEER-Medicare database and claims data from 1995 Medicare control subjects and the algorithm was validated on 1994 claims from breast cancer subjects and controls [15]. An attempt to rank hospitals on surgical mortality used the national Medicare data from 2003 to 2006 for three surgical procedures: coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG), abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA)
repair, and pancreatic resection by examining the implications of reliability adjustment on hospital mortality with surgery [16].

Large number of research publications on HIT, hospital ranking and use of Medicare claims data exists. However, the review of all those publications is beyond the scope of this thesis. In addition to the above mentioned works, there are online portals publicly available to all to perform hospital comparisons. One such commonly used system is the ‘Hospital Compare’ website by “Medicare.gov” [26].

The Hospital Compare website by Medicare.gov compares up to 3 hospitals from a list of hospitals available at a given location. The site accepts a zip code and list hospitals within 25 miles of the given zip code and allows user to select up to 3 from the list to compare. The selected hospitals are compared based on general information (hospital type, availability of emergency services etc.), survey of patients’ experiences, timely and effective care information (how fast the outpatients were taken to tests), rate of complications, rate of readmissions and deaths, use of medical imaging and payment and value of care. But the system is not tailored for different use cases. In other words, the parameters to compare cannot be selected by users and whenever the users select the hospitals to compare they are going to get the same results every time. The static information about hospitals for the parameters is put side by side and users can figure out which one has better values for the factors.

However, users cannot rank hospitals for a given disease or symptoms by a quality of care factor like length of stay or total cost or mortality ratio available in a list. Also, there is no option for relative ranking or a 5-star ranking system for the above factors in which users can select any of the above performance indicators to have a grouping of hospitals under 5 classes as 5 stars, 4 stars, 3 stars, 2 stars and 1 star. This brings the significance of having a data driven quality of care portal for patients where
they can get a ranked list of hospitals based on a selected quality of care parameter. MediQoC is a step towards this direction.

Proposed System

This study developed an online portal available to all where the users can select the carefully selected performance indicators from a drop down menu and get a ranked list of all hospitals based on that for a given disease or symptoms or procedure code. Users can also select any of the performance indicators to have a grouping of hospitals under 5 classes as 5 stars, 4 stars, 3 stars, 2 stars and 1 star. The 5 stars hospitals will be the most suitable for the patient for the performance indicator selected, the 4 stars the next and so on. The performance indicators include:

1. Average length of stay
2. Average total charges
3. Appropriateness in percentage
4. Mortality ratio in percentage
5. Correlation between length of stay and discharge status
6. Percentage of hospital acquired conditions
7. Count of admissions
8. Average daily charges

**Average length of stay**

Average length of stay is the average of length of stay in all records for the given hospital and disease.
Average total charges

Average total charges is the average of total charges in all records for the given hospital and disease.

Appropriateness in percentage

Appropriateness indicator is the ratio of number of cases under investigation to the total number of admissions in each hospital for the given disease represented in percentage.

Mortality ratio in percentage

Mortality ratio is the ratio of patients discharged as dead to the total number of patients for the given disease in each hospital represented in percentage.

Correlation between length of stay and discharge status

Relationship between LOS and discharge status for a given disease in each hospital. Often this has no effect to the patient safety, but this is not always the case. For this reason we explored possible correlation between LOS and discharge status per NPI for each disease. A positive correlation implies higher the LOS, the higher the discharged alive rate. A negative correlation implies higher the LOS, the lower the discharged alive rate.

Percentage of hospital acquired conditions

Using the diagnosis code 1 to 25 and present on admission diagnosis indicator 1 to 25, we find whether the given disease is hospital acquired or not. If a disease is diagnosed the corresponding ICD-9 code is listed under any of the diagnosis code 1 to
25 in the Medicare claims data and if we look the corresponding present on admission diagnosis indicator field and the value is 1, it means the symptom or disease was present on admission and is not hospital acquired. If the value is 0, it means the disease was not present on admission and hence it is in-hospital acquired. For example, if ‘DIAGNOSIS_CODE_15’ is 486 (ICD-9 code for Pneumonia) and if the ‘PRESENT_ON_ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_15’ is 0, then Pneumonia is in-hospital acquired for that particular case. We take the count of in-hospital acquired cases for the given diagnosis code in each NPI and find its ratio to the total number of cases in which the diagnosis code is reported in any of the 1 to 25 diagnosis code fields for the particular NPI. Now this value is expressed in percentage and used for ranking. In this thesis, we found the percentage of hospital acquired conditions only for three diseases as an experimental model:

1. Pneumonia: ICD-9 486
2. Septicemia: ICD-9 0389
3. Urinary Tract Infection: ICD-9 5990

These diseases were chosen because of their high frequency in hospital-acquired diseases list.

Count of admissions

Count of admissions is calculated as the total of number of admissions for the disease or symptom in each hospital.
Average daily charges

Average daily charges is the average of daily charges in all records for the given hospital and disease. Daily charges are not available in Medicare claims data and are calculated as the ratio of total charges to the length of stay.

The portal will also enable users to filter the ranking results and get a list of hospitals with only 5 stars, 4 stars or more, only 4 stars and so on. Users can also filter the results to see only the hospitals where higher the length of stay higher the chance of discharging alive or the hospitals where higher the length of stay higher the chance of discharging dead or the hospitals where a correlation could not be established based on the data available. Users can filter the results for mortality ratio below 26%, mortality ratio between 26% and 51%, between 51% and 76% and above 76%. Another information added in the list is the ‘Subpart or Not’ information. The portal gives option to filter out parent or subpart institutions from the result list.

In addition, the web page will give some information such as code type and description of the admission or primary diagnosis code given by the user as input. This information is fetched from HIPAA Space ICD-9 Code Lookup website on real-time. The portal will also show the typical diseases that are treated in each NPI. Also the hospital’s location by zip code, distance and driving duration to this hospital from user’s current location will also be displayed in Google map with the help of Google Geocoding API. The web portal will also list hospitals nearest to the user based on the zip code. The NPI information such as the name of the hospital, mailing address, phone, practice location address and practice in real-time from HIPAA Space NPI Number Lookup website will also be shown.
Chapter 3
System Design

The proposed data driven, hospital quality of care portal (MediQoC) for the patient community has the four below components:

1. The client
2. The web server
3. The application server
4. The comma separated values (csv) data file

Figure 3-1 The MediQoC Architecture

The Client

A client accessing the portal from a web browser represents the end user. End user such as patients access MediQoC using a web browser like Google Chrome and navigates through the portal. The patient selects the ranking parameters and clicks the ‘Relative Ranking’ button in the portal to see the ranked list of hospitals.
The Web Server

A web server in the internet with HTML and JavaScript libraries enabled receives the requests from client and calls the appropriate application server functions and returns the response from application server back to the end users via the client. The web server also loads the result table and column charts in '.html' format written by the Python script in the application server into the client browser.

The Application Server

An application server with PHP and Python is the core component of the system. All the data manipulation is performed by this server based on the request received from user via the web server. The application server is in fact not separated from the web server, but is a separate component working on the same server machine. The web server calls the PHP script corresponding to the user request. The PHP script calls the corresponding Python script as a command in the exec() function. The Python script reads the dataset and performs the needed query corresponding to user request and returns the response back to PHP script. The PHP script returns this response back to the web server. The Python script also writes the result table and column charts as '.html' files into the web server.

The application server uses Python language to perform the data processing. The server uses 'Anaconda' [32] distribution of 'Python' [33] and specifically the 'Pandas' [34], 'NumPy' [35] and 'SciPy' [36] packages. Pandas is used to read the csv file (dataset) into a DataFrame. Numpy is used to apply mathematical functions on the DataFrame values and Scipy is used for scientific computing on the DataFrame values. The statistical correlation between LOS and discharge status is calculated using the 'pointbiserialr()' function in Scipy. The application server also uses the 'Bokeh' [37]
package in Python for visualization to plot the column charts. More details on these packages are provided in the Appendix A.

The Comma Separated Values (CSV) Data File

The csv file is the Medicare dataset in the `.csv` format. The NPI data file is also another csv file used by the application server to get the results. The application server reads the csv files into a Pandas DataFrame and applies the required queries and manipulations to get the result list.

Data Design

As mentioned in the system design, this system reads data from csv files and hence no relational database is used in the system. The reasons for not converting the csv data to a relational database are mentioned below:

1. There is no unique key in the Medicare claims dataset and hence storing it to relational database is not advisable

2. No update or insert is required to the data, hence relational database is not necessary

3. As lot of mathematical functions is to be applied to the data, Python along with its scientific computing packages are ideal to use and pandas package in Python is fast in terms of reading the csv data to DataFrame which is a tabular representation of the data. The use of Scientific Python reduces the lines of code required to access and manipulate the data.

4. With more than a million rows in the dataset, performance of accessing the data from csv is much better than reading and manipulating the data from a relational database
There are primarily two datasets used in this system:

1. Medicare Claims dataset
2. National Provider Identifier data

*Medicare Claims dataset*

The main dataset used in this system is the Medicare in-hospital claims file which contains records for the 100% Medicare beneficiaries who used hospital in-patient services during the year 2013. Medicare claims dataset of 2013 is made available by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). At present, the MediQoC uses only the records in this dataset for those who used hospital in-patient services only in Texas, United States. This dataset for Texas in its csv format has a size of about 501.3 MegaBytes, has 1035685 tuples and about 214 columns. We again removed records with primary diagnosis codes which are not having a total of at least 50 cases. This is because, the disease is not frequent and we cannot get reliable information from those records. The 214 attributes can be broadly classified into below six categories:

1. Admission information and demographics
2. Discharge information
3. Clinical outcomes
4. Hospital procedures
5. Diagnoses
6. Cost of care and diagnoses related groups

We primarily used only the below 56 attributes from this dataset:

1. National Provider Id (NPI)
2. State
3. Length of Stay
4. Total Charges
5. Discharge Status
6. Admission Code
7. Diagnosis Codes 1 to 25
8. Procedure Codes 1 to 25
9. Present On Admission Diagnosis Indicator 1 to 25

Below are the details of these attributes.

‘NATIONAL_PROVIDER_ID’

The National Provider Identifier (NPI) is a unique ten-digit identifier for the health care providers in the United States. It is assigned by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). ‘NATIONAL_PROVIDER_ID’ column shows the NPI of the institution which handled the case. This is not a primary key. The dataset has no key as it has just records of various claims and each record has an NPI. There can be many records with same NPI and same or different admission and primary diagnosis code.

E.g.: 1003833013

‘STATE’

‘STATE’ represents the state in the United States in which the case was recorded. MediQoC uses only those records with state value as ‘TX’ (Texas).

‘LENGTH_OF_STAY’

The number of days the patient is admitted in the hospital for the particular case or record.
‘TOTAL_CHARGES’

The total amount (rounded to whole dollars) of all charges (covered and non-covered) for all services provided to the beneficiary for the stay.

‘DISCHARGE_STATUS’

The condition of the patient when discharged after the specific case or record.

- A: patient discharged alive from hospital
- B: patient discharged dead from hospital
- C: still a patient

‘ADMITTING_DIAGNOSIS_CODE’

‘ADMITTING_DIAGNOSIS_CODE’ is the ICD-9 code for the diseases a patient was recorded with during the time of admission. There is only one admission code assigned in each case or record and it may or may not be the same as the primary diagnosis code. There can be many cases in which a patient is admitted for one particular ICD-9 code but diagnosed to have a different ICD-9 code as the primary diagnosis code.

‘DIAGNOSIS_CODE_x’

‘DIAGNOSIS_CODE_x’ where x is from 1 to 25 fields indicate the ICD-9 code for the diseases a patient is diagnosed to have. A patient can be assigned maximum up to 25 diseases during a single admission. ‘DIAGNOSIS_CODE_1’ is referred to as the primary diagnosis code in this thesis. The ‘DIAGNOSIS_CODE_1’ to 25 is used along with the ‘POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_1’ to 25 to calculate the percentage of hospital acquired diseases.
The ‘ADMITTING_DIAGNOSIS_CODE’ and ‘DIAGNOSIS_CODE_x’ is the ICD-9-CM code which is replaced by an equivalent ICD-10-CM code (or codes) when the United States transitioned from ICD-9-CM to ICD-10-CM on October 1, 2015. The dataset is still having the ICD-9 codes.

E.g.: V5789: Care involving other specified rehabilitation procedure
0389: Unspecified septicemia

‘PROCEDURE_CODE_x’

‘PROCEDURE_CODE_x’ where x is from 1 to 25 fields indicate the ICD-9 code for the various tests a patient had to take during the course of the treatment. A patient can be assigned maximum up to 21 procedure codes in a single admission.

E.g.: 9670: Continuous invasive mechanical ventilation of unspecified duration

‘POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_x’

‘POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_x’ where x is from 1 to 25 fields indicate whether the particular diagnosis code was present on admission (POA). A patient can be diagnosed with maximum of 25 diagnosis codes (diseases) in a single admission. The POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR indicates if each of these 25 diseases were present while admitting to hospital. If a disease was not POA, but the patient record has it, it means the disease was acquired during the course of treatment in hospital. The ‘POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_1’ to 25 is used along with the ‘DIAGNOSIS_CODE_1’ to 25 to calculate the percentage of hospital acquired diseases. Below are POA values and description from CMS.gov Hospital-Acquired Conditions (Present on Admission Indicator) page [25]:

- Y: Diagnosis was present at time of inpatient admission
• N: Diagnosis was not present at time of inpatient admission

• U: Documentation insufficient to determine if the condition was present at the time of inpatient admission

• W: Clinically undetermined. Provider unable to clinically determine whether the condition was present at the time of inpatient admission

• 1: Unreported/Not used. Exempt from POA reporting. This code is equivalent to a blank.

A complete list of attributes in the Medicare claims dataset is listed in the Appendix B.

National Provider Identifier data

The second dataset used is the National Provider Identifier (NPI) dataset: ‘npidata_20050523-20150607.csv’ with comprehensive information on each of the registered NPI to date. The NPI data also is available to download from Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) [24]. This dataset in its csv format has a size of about 5.6 GigaBytes, has 1048575 tuples and about 329 columns. This dataset includes information such as NPI, its registered address, its specialty information as Taxonomy codes, if it is a subpart or not, zip code etc. We used the National Provider Identifier (NPI) of the two datasets as a common key to link the data and included the subpart information in the ranking results table and also enabled Geolocation based services by using the zip code information.

Below are the details of the attributes used:

‘NPI’

National Provider Identifier same as the Medicare claims dataset. ‘NPI’ is the unique key in this dataset. ‘NPI’ is used the key to get subpart information in this dataset and added to the result.
‘Is Organization Subpart’

A health care organization with multiple functional components or physical locations can get them their own NPIs and refer to as ‘Subpart NPI’s’ [22]. The functional component can be a laboratory or surgical department which may be part of a larger organization but can be separately licensed and may bill separately for health care services. The functional component or location is a subpart of a larger NPI.

Below are the values for this field and its description:

- X: Not Answered
- Y: Yes, Entity Type 2 Provider (Organization) is a Subpart
- N: No, Entity Type 2 Provider (Organization) is not a Subpart

‘plczip’

Zip code for each of the NPI.

Technical Specification

Software Requirements

1. Client
   - Operating System : Microsoft Windows NT/2000 (or higher)
   - Client side : JavaScript, HTML
   - Browser : Google Chrome 44.0.2403.155 m or higher

2. Server
   - Operating System : Microsoft Windows NT/2000 (or higher)
   - Server side : PHP 5.5.12
Python 2.7.8 (Anaconda 2.1.0 64 bit) with Pandas (0.16.1), Scipy (0.15.1), NumPy (1.9.2) Bokeh (0.8.2)

Hardware Requirements

1. Client
   - Processor: Minimum - Intel Core 2 Duo
   - Memory: Minimum - 4 GB

2. Server
   - Processor: Minimum - Intel Core i7 or a processor with 2.6 GHz speed or more
   - Memory: Minimum: 8 GB, Recommended: 12 GB or more

Performance Constraints

Memory Constraints

The system as works on dataset with millions of records require reasonable amount of memory. A system with at-least 8 GB RAM is required to load the dataset and query on it.

Speed Constraints

PC with processor of 2.6 GHz speed or above is required for the application server.
Chapter 4
System Implementation and Testing

System Implementation

The design of system is converted to code in a programming language during coding phase. The web interface is designed to have mainly 4 ranking options:

1. Admission/ Primary Diagnosis Code Statistics Per National Provider ID
2. National Provider ID Statistics Per Admission/ Primary Diagnosis Code
3. Hospital Acquired Primary Diagnosis Code Statistics Per National Provider ID
4. Procedure Code Statistics Per National Provider ID

The results for each of the above use cases are shown below.

Admission/ Primary Diagnosis Code Statistics per National Provider ID

The user wants to get a ranked list of top 5 hospitals with lowest average total charge for cases with primary diagnosis code Pneumonia (ICD-9 486) and selects total charges as the relative ranking attribute and submits the form. See Figure 4-1 on page 39 for the form submitted.

The web portal displays the ranked list in a table, see Table 4-1 on page 40 and displays the column chart plotting average total charge for each NPI in the result; see Figure 4-2 on page 41. Finally, the information about the submitted primary diagnosis code is also obtained in real-time from HIPAASpace ICD-9 Code Lookup website; see Figure 4-3 on page 41.
Figure 4-1 User Selects the Performance Indicators and Submits Form.
Table 4-1 Results for Top 5 Hospitals with Lowest Average Total Charge for Primary Diagnosis Code Pneumonia (ICD-9 486) with Star Rating for Average Total Charge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1295739258</td>
<td>1095</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>Could Not Establish a Correlation</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5 Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1467434225</td>
<td>1226</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Could Not Establish a Correlation</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5 Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1306844519</td>
<td>1431</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Could Not Establish a Correlation</td>
<td>Info Unavailable</td>
<td>5 Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1134116049</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>Could Not Establish a Correlation</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5 Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1366519027</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Could Not Establish a Correlation</td>
<td>Info Unavailable</td>
<td>5 Star</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4-2 Column Chart Plotting the Average Total Charge for the NPIs with Lowest Average Total Charge for Pneumonia.

Figure 4-3 Diagnosis Code Information Obtained from HIPAASpace ICD-9 Code Lookup Website in Real-time.
National Provider ID Statistics Per Admission/ Primary Diagnosis Code

The user wants to get a ranked list of typical diseases treated in a national provider. The user needs top 5 primary diagnosis codes with lowest average total charge in NPI: 1386868388 and selects total charges as the relative ranking attribute and submits the form.

The web portal displays the ranked list in a table, see Table 4-2 on page 42 and displays the column chart plotting average total charge for each primary diagnosis codes in the result; see Figure 4-4 on page 43. Finally, the information about the submitted NPI is also obtained in real-time from HIPAASpace NPI Number Lookup website; see Figure 4-5 on page 43. The distance to this national provider from user’s current location is displayed in map; see Figure 4.6 on page 44.

Table 4-2 Results for Top 5 Primary Diagnosis Codes with Lowest Average Total Charge in NPI 1386868388.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Diagnosis Code</th>
<th>Avg. Total Charge (in US$)</th>
<th>Avg. Days of Stay</th>
<th>Mortality Ratio</th>
<th>Appropriateness (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29284</td>
<td>9116</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29652</td>
<td>11137</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>13493.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29663</td>
<td>14818</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29623</td>
<td>15252.25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4-4 Column Chart Plotting the Average Total Charge for the Primary Diagnosis Codes with Lowest Average Total Charge in NPI 1386868388.

Figure 4-5 NPI Information Obtained from HIPAA Space NPI Number Lookup Website in Real-time.
Figure 4-6 Distance to NPI 1386868388 from User’s Location.

Hospital Acquired Primary Diagnosis Code Statistics Per National Provider ID

The user wants to get a ranked list of top 5 hospitals with highest hospital acquired percentage for cases with primary diagnosis code Septicemia (ICD-9 0389) and selects hospital acquired percentage as the relative ranking attribute and submits the form.

The web portal displays the ranked list in a table, see Table 4-3 on page 45 and displays the column chart plotting hospital acquired percentage for each NPI in the result; see Figure 4-7 on page 46. Finally, the information about the submitted primary diagnosis code is also obtained in real-time from HIPAASpace ICD-9 Code Lookup website; see Figure 4-8 on page 46.
Table 4-3 Results for Top 5 Hospitals with Highest Hospital Acquired Percentage for Primary Diagnosis Code Septicemia (ICD-9 0389) with Star Rating for Hospital Acquired Percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NPI</th>
<th>Avg. Total Charge (in US$)</th>
<th>Avg. Days of Stay</th>
<th>Mortality Ratio</th>
<th>Appropriateness (in %)</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Is Organization Subpart</th>
<th>Star Rating By Percentage of Hospital Acquired Septicemia</th>
<th>Hospital Acquired Septicemia (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1396765681</td>
<td>38707</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>Could Not Establish a Correlation</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1 Star</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1417010653</td>
<td>32521.429</td>
<td>2.1428571</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>Could Not Establish a Correlation</td>
<td>Info Unavailable</td>
<td>3 Star</td>
<td>57.692308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962504340</td>
<td>113059.67</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>Could Not Establish a Correlation</td>
<td>Info Unavailable</td>
<td>3 Star</td>
<td>53.333333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1093719932</td>
<td>35343</td>
<td>9.33333333</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>Could Not Establish a Correlation</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>3 Star</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1093740128</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>Could Not Establish a Correlation</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>3 Star</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4-7 Column Chart Plotting the Hospital Acquired Percentage for the NPIs with Highest Hospital Acquired Percentage for Septicemia.

Figure 4-8 Diagnosis Code Information Obtained from HIPAA Space ICD-9 Code Lookup Website in Real-time.
Procedure Code Statistics Per National Provider ID

The user wants to get a ranked list of top 5 hospitals with lowest average length of stay for cases with procedure code 1 with ICD-9 9670 and selects average length of stay as the relative ranking attribute and submits the form.

The web portal displays the ranked list in a table, see Table 4-4 on page 48 and displays the column chart plotting average length of stay for each NPI in the result; see Figure 4-9 on page 48.

Table 4-4 Results for Top 5 Hospitals with Lowest Average Length of Stay for Procedure Code 1 with ICD-9 9670 with Star Rating for Average Length of Stay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1003813742</td>
<td>2065</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5 Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1063411767</td>
<td>16044</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5 Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1184622847</td>
<td>5805</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5 Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1548232044</td>
<td>38202.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Info Unavailable</td>
<td>5 Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1730132234</td>
<td>25829</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5 Star</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4-9 Column Chart Plotting the Average Length of Stay for the NPIs with Lowest
Average Length of Stay for Procedure Code 1 with ICD-9 9670.

Test Criteria and Methods

Testing is essential to find any errors in the system. The results of query and 'groupby()' functions were verified by obtaining the results for single NPI or primary diagnosis code and manually verifying the data. Results were also verified with the help of data analysis software like Microsoft Excel.

This system’s online portal was tested for input form validation and output verification was also performed. The website is fully functional and best viewed in Google Chrome browser of version 44.0.2403.155 m or higher. The website is fully functional also in Microsoft Edge 25.10586.0.0. The website is known to have issues with running the JavaScript functions in the web page when loaded in Mozilla Firefox browser.
Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Enhancements

Conclusion

Active patient participation in choice of quality and safe hospital services is not yet completely fulfilled. We wanted this thesis as a successful step towards this direction. This system is data driven based on historical data. The system provides a user friendly web interface for users to select from given list of performance indicators such as mortality ratio, percentage of hospital acquired diseases, length of stay and rank hospitals based on the selected factors. The system empowers patients, their caregivers and family doctors who want to direct their patients to appropriate services. The system also acts as a pressure to the health care systems to provide more quality services. It can potentially be used by insurance organizations which are going to be evaluating hospitals for more precise reimbursement coverage.

Future Enhancements

We identified some of the areas of improvement for this system and will be considered in future enhancements of the system. The dataset we used for this system did not include patient satisfaction survey data. The rankings are therefore purely based on historical quantitative data and not based on any feedback. We want to figure out a way to incorporate patient feedback data into some sort of quantitative value for ranking. The system is limited to Medicare patient records of Texas. Though we consider this as a representative model and expect similar behavior or results for Medicare records of other states, we want to expand this system with ability to rank hospitals of all states by taking into account the claims records for all states. The system though accurate, can be made more efficient in terms of handling large data file and returning the results faster. The
system will have to implement parallel processing to achieve this. Finally, we plan to integrate machine learning functionalities for predictive modeling. This will make the system provide personalized results for individual patients by taking into account the patient demographics, medical history and preferences.
Appendix A

Related Terms
Medicaid

Medicaid is another health coverage plan that covers millions of Americans. It covers people of different age groups like eligible low-income adults, children, pregnant woman, elderly adults and people with disabilities. It is funded jointly by states and the Federal Government in the United States [27].

ICD-10

Beginning October 1 2015, in the United States ICD-10 codes will be used instead of the ICD-9 codes.

Python

Python is a powerful and fast interpreted programming language which is developed under an OSI-approved open source license.

Anaconda

Anaconda is a free Python distribution containing the most popular Python packages for science, math, engineering, and data analysis.

Pandas

‘pandas’ is an open source, BSD-licensed Python library. ‘pandas’ have tools for reading and writing data between in-memory data structures and different formats like CSV and HTML. The library has fast and efficient ‘DataFrame’ object for data manipulation. DataFrame when used with IPython notebook can provide a tabular representation of data read from csv files making it easier in data analysis tasks.
NumPy

NumPy is the fundamental package for scientific computing with Python. It contains a powerful N-dimensional array object for faster processing.

SciPy

The SciPy library is a library for Python mainly for providing scientific computing operations.

Bokeh

Bokeh is an interactive visualization library in Python. It enables to include interactive visualization plots to html.
Appendix B

Medicare Claims Dataset
Medicare Claims Dataset

The Medicare Claims Dataset has 214 columns. Once the file is loaded, out of the 214 attributes, we retained only below attributes (not in the order as in dataset) on which our study is focused on:

1. 'NATIONAL_PROVIDER_ID'
2. 'DISCHARGE_STATUS'
3. 'LENGTH_OF_STAY'
4. 'TOTAL_CHARGES'
5. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_1'
6. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_2'
7. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_3'
8. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_4'
9. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_5'
10. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_6'
11. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_7'
12. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_8'
13. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_9'
14. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_10'
15. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_11'
16. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_12'
17. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_13'
18. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_14'
19. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_15'
20. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_16'
21. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_17'
22. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_18'
23. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_19'
24. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_20'
25. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_21'
26. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_22'
27. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_23'
28. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_24'
29. 'POA_DIAGNOSIS_INDICATOR_25'
30. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_1'
31. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_2'
32. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_3'
33. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_4'
34. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_5'
35. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_6'
36. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_7'
37. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_8'
38. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_9'
39. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_10'
40. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_11'
41. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_12'
42. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_13'
43. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_14'
44. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_15'
45. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_16'
46. 'DIAGNOSIS_CODE_17'
72. 'PROCEDURE_CODE_18'
73. 'PROCEDURE_CODE_19'
74. 'PROCEDURE_CODE_20'
75. 'PROCEDURE_CODE_21'
76. 'PROCEDURE_CODE_22'
77. 'PROCEDURE_CODE_23'
78. 'PROCEDURE_CODE_24'
79. 'PROCEDURE_CODE_25'
80. 'ADMITTING_DIAGNOSIS_CODE'
81. 'STATE'
Appendix C

System Screenshots
Figure 0-1 MediQoC Home Page with Highlights and Nearest Hospitals Location and List.

Figure 0-2 Top 5 NPIs by Number of Admissions.
Figure 0-3 No Results Returned for Admission Code 4280 Y.

Figure 0-4 See Location, Distance and Duration by Giving NPI.
Figure 0-5 Applying Filters to Ranked List.
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